Industry Leaders

SELF-CONTAINED DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER
Model #HDDROPCAM
1920 x 1080P@30fps; 1280 x 720P@60fps
- Outside diameter
- 2” Outside Dimension 11.25” long
- Total weight 1.6 lbs.
- Operating System-Win7/WinXP/Mac Os X 10.7 or above
- KM Player, Quick Time 7.6: Storm2012; RealPlayer11
- Made in Minnesota
- One year warranty
- Accepts up to 32 GB Micro SD
- Super bright built-in white LEDs
- Up to 5 hours continuous operation
- Waterproof down to 1,000 feet
- 5 mega pixel resolution—full color
- Full HD color

Well-Vu Systems

15” DIGITAL VIDEO COMMAND CONSOLE
Model #WV-DVCC 15
The new viewing/recording platform for all Vision Systems
Unlimited products. Backwards compatible with all Well-Vu products.
- Lockable water-proof heavy plastic carrying case.
- Digital Video Recorder.
- 12 V DC battery powered via 12’ jumper cables.
- Microphone for “VOICE OVER” recording and narrating on DVR.
- Key pad to do “ON-SCREEN EDITING” on DVR for later viewing.
- Simple single cable connection to camera
- Video out connections.
- 15” LCD Color Monitor

7” DIGITAL VIDEO COMMAND CONSOLE
Model #WV-DVCC 7
The new viewing/recording platform for all Vision Systems
Unlimited products. Backwards compatible with all Well-Vu products.
- Lockable water-proof heavy plastic carrying case.
- Digital Video Recorder.
- 12 V 7.5Ah battery included.
- Microphone for “VOICE OVER” recording and narrating on DVR.
- Key pad to do “ON-SCREEN EDITING” on DVR for later viewing.
- Simple single cable connection to camera
- Video out connections.
- 7” LCD Color Monitor

Since 1997 Well-Vu, Inc. has been the number one producer of underwater viewing systems. Portable and easy to use, our systems save you time and make you money on the job site! Our manual Well-Vu system can be configured with the camera of your choosing.